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Due to extremely rapidly development and expansion information methods of providing
services and selling goods were changed. This changes brought on by the advance of digital
instruments by means of which we can perform operations with the special legal regulation
of transactions occurring in the Internet space in all sectors of the economy and society. The
internet has been pervasive in all sectors: retail, services, education, media, healthcare.

Digital economy and its business models present some common features that can be relevant
for the existing tax rules, in particular mobility of intangible users, and business functions,
reliance on data, network effects from user participation and interaction and spread of multi-
sided business models.

As a general principle income taxes on business profits may be taxed in a given jurisdiction
only where a legal entity has a ‘tax nexus’ within it. Current income tax rules and tax treaties
were designed at a time when traditional business structure relied more on substantial physical
presence.

To apply the legal rules, it is necessary to determine the mechanism for determining the
subject and object side of legal relations.

The article presents the Adaptation Model to integrate cyberspace law and e-commerce
taxation. The Integrative Adaptation model consists of four layers of adaptation:

1) Developing income-classification rules and residency rules by Russian law,

2) Introducing new source rules based on the location of the parties to the transaction and
the physical income production components

3) Using technology to apply the tax regime to e-commerce

4) Gaining international consensus through international treaties.
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